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GOLDENZ HAMBURG-HANSE
We are looking forward to meeting you!
Sincerely,
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WHY SHOULD I COME?
We are all driven by the same thing:
Empowering women and fighting for equality.
We imagine an international gathering of women
with different backround but the same goals so
empowering! We can exchange our experiences,
help each other with our problems and be inspired by the work of each other!
We might be biased, but there‘s also another benefit: Visiting our hometown, Hamburg!
We‘re looking forward to meeting you!
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FRIDAY
24.06.2022

SATURDAY
25.06.2022

SUNDAY
26.06.2022

MONDAY
27.06.2022

TUESDAY
28.06.2022

8:00

10:00

9:30-11:30
Free Walking Tour
CCH

9:00-11:00
Awardee
Session
Zonta
CCH

9:00-11:00
GoldenZ
Business
Session
CCH

10:00-12:00
Workshop Social Media
to Zontians by GZHH
CCH

12:00
12:00-13:00
Workshop by a Zontian
CCH

14:00

16:00

18:00

20:00

15:00-17:00
Arrival & Registration
Radisson
(Shanghai Room, 1st floor)

17:00-18:00
Check-In
Hotels / Open Houses

19:00-21:00
Picnic/ Get-Together
Stadtpark

13:00-14:30
Business Session
Awardees
CCH

14:30-17:00
Cross Mentoring- Great
Girl meet Great Women
CCH

18:00-22:00
Big Dinner
Hofbräuhaus
(Esplanade 6)

8:30-10:00
Keynote Presentation
CCH

8:30-12:00
Opening Ceremony
CCH

19:00-22:00
Dine Around
GZHH houses

12:00-14:00
Workshops for GZ+A
CCH

14:00-16:00
Free Block:
Free Walking Tour
or Free Time
City of Hamburg

3:00-15:00
Free Block 2:
City View, Museum or
Harbor Tour
City of Hamburg

19:00-22:00
Intercultural Evening
CCH
20:00- open end
Farewell Party
Taylor Wessing

22:00

21:30 - open end
Pub Crawl
St. Pauli
open for Zontians when capacity allows it

only Golden Z, Awardees and Alumni

together with all Zontians
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FREE WALKING TOUR
Friday, 24.06.
9:30 - 11:30
Location: CCH (start of the tour)
GoldenZ/ Awardees: both
voluntary/ mandatory: voluntary
cost: free

FREE
WALKING TOUR
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ARRIVAL & REGISTRATION
Friday, 24.06.
15:00 - 17:00
Location: Radisson (Shanghai Room, 1st floor)
GoldenZ/ Awardees: both
voluntary/ mandatory: mandatory
cost: free
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CHECK-IN

CHECK-IN HOTELS / OPEN HOUSES
Friday, 24.06.
17:00 - 18:30
GZs and alumnis can reach Franzi & Marina via cell
phone if there are any issues or questions.
You will receive the phone numbers at the arrival
& registration in your info package.
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PICNIC
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PICNIC/ GET-TOGETHER
Friday, 24.06.
19:00 - 22:00
Location: tba at registration
After everyone has checked in,
we will offer a picnic in the park.
This is planned from 7 to 9 pm and should also
serve as a first get-to-know-you.
We will provide some food. There will be vegetarian as well as vegan options.
If you have any other dietary restrictions, please
let us know at the registration desk or via e-mail
(goldenzhamburg@gmail.com)
GoldenZ/ Awardees: both
voluntary/ mandatory: mandatory
ticketed/ open: open
cost: 10€
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PUB CRAWL
Friday, 24.06.
19:00 - 22:00
Location: St. Pauli

GoldenZ/ awardees: both
voluntary/ mandatory: voluntary
ticketed/ open: ticketed
cost: tba

PUB CRAWL
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AWARDEE SESSION ZONTA
Saturday, 25.06.
9:00 - 11:00
Location: CCH Fair
GoldenZ/ awardees: awardees
voluntary/ mandatory: mandatory
cost: free
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GOLDEN Z BUSINESS SESSION
Saturday, 25.06.
9:00 - 11:00
Location: CCH Fair
GoldenZ/ awardees: GoldenZ
voluntary/ mandatory: mandatory
cost: free
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THE GAME OF POWER!: HOW TO
NAVIGATE SUCCESSFULLY A MALEDOMINATED ENVIRONMENT
Saturday, 25.06.
12:00 - 13:30
Location: CCH

WORKSHOP

The organizational structures prevailing in companies are still strongly influenced by men. How
to behave successfully as a woman in this environment is described by renowned leadership trainer
Marion Knaths. Having been a senior executive
in a corporate group herself, she passes on her
many years of experience. Always with a sense of
humor and always with the aim of increasing women’s influence on the rules of the game.
GoldenZ/ awardees: both
voluntary/ mandatory: mandatory
cost: free
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CROSS MENTORING
GREAT GIRLS MEET GREAT WOMEN
Saturday, 25.06.
14:30 - 17:00
A Workshop bringing different generations of
Zontians together, more information coming
soon.
GoldenZ/ awardees: both
voluntary/ mandatory: voluntary
open/ticketed: limited spots, registration via whova (registration opens on May 15th)
cost: free
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BIG DINNER
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BIG DINNER
Saturday, 25.06.
18:00- 22:00
Location: Hofbräuhaus
To get to know each other even more and to
enjoy varieties of german cuisine, we would like to
have a big Dinner at a nice restaurant. We chose
a restaurant with meat, vegetarian, and vegan
options. While enjoying a nice drink as well as
excellent food, we will chat, laugh, and enjoy the
evening.
ticketed/ open: open
cost: pay on site
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OPENING CEREMONY
Sunday, 26.06.
8:30 - 12:00
Opening Ceremony - Welcome to Hamburg, Parade of Flags, and keynote speakers.
GoldenZ/ awardees: both
voluntary/ mandatory: mandatory
cost: free
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BUSINESS SESSION AWARDEES
Sunday, 26.06.
13:00 - 14:30

GoldenZ/ Awardees: Awardees
voluntary/ mandatory: mandatory
cost: free
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DINE AROUND
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DINE AROUND
Sunday, 26.06.
19:00- 22:00
This event is a unique opportunity to enjoy an intimate dinner experience in the homes of Hamburg
GoldenZ members.
Discover German hospitality and Zonta spirit while
meeting other GoldenZ members. Your host will
provide a dinner, drinks and warm conversation.
Each individual will be responsible for travel to
and from the dinner location, but your hosts will
help you with instructions and directions.
GoldenZ/ awardees: both
voluntary/ mandatory: voluntary
open/ticketed: limited spots
cost: free, registration is mandatory
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WORKSHOPS
FOR GOLDENZ & ALUMNI
Monday, 26.06.
12:00-14:00
Location: CCH
Workshop 1: Self Defense
Workshop 2: Finance for Women
Workshop 3: The beauty of being an entrepreneur and how to become one
You may choose one of these workshops, registration via Whova (starting on May 15th).
GoldenZ/ awardees: both
voluntary/ mandatory: mandatory
cost: free
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FREE BLOCK:
DISCOVER THE CITY
Monday, 27.06.
14:00 - 16:00
Hamburg has a lot to offer as well as an interesting history! To see and learn more of Hamburg’s
beauty, attendees will have the opportunity to
choose between a variety of museums like the
Maritimes Museum, Bucerius Art Forum or other
art galleries. There will also be an option to go on
a harbor tour on the Elbe. While sailing along you
will see Hamburg’s port, the Elb-beach and the
city’s skyline.

FREE BLOCK

GoldenZ/ awardees: both
voluntary/ mandatory: voluntary
ticketed/ open: open
cost: free, 5-20€ depending on the site
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INTERCULTURAL EVENING
Monday, 27.06.
19:00 - 22:00
Location: CCH Fair
At the Intercultural evening we aim to get to know
our guests, their countries and cultures a little bit
better. Everyone is asked to bring something
that is characteristic for their country or city:
This could be food, drinks, products, pictures
or souvenirs. Every country will get their own table to showcase these items and during the evening we will go around the room, share our food
and drinks and start conversations.

INTERCULTURAL
EVENING

GoldenZ/ awardees: both
voluntary/ mandatory: mandatory
ticketed/ open: open
cost: free
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KEYNOTE PRESENTATION
Tuesday, 28.06.
8:30-10:00
Location: CCH

GoldenZ/ awardees: both
voluntary/ mandatory: mandatory
cost: free
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FREE BLOCK 2:
DISCOVER THE CITY
Tuesday, 28.06.
13:00 - 15:00
Hamburg has a lot to offer as well as an interesting history! To see and learn more of Hamburg’s
beauty, attendees will have the opportunity to
choose between a variety of museums like the
Maritimes Museum, Bucerius Art Forum or other
art galleries. There will also be an option to go on
a harbor tour on the Elbe. While sailing along you
will see Hamburg’s port, the Elb-beach and the
city’s skyline.

FREE BLOCK

GoldenZ/ awardees: both
voluntary/ mandatory: voluntary
ticketed/ open: open
cost: free, 5-20€ depending on the site
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FAREWELL PARTY
Tuesday, 28.06.
20:00 - open end
Location: Taylor Wessing

FAREWELL
PARTY

After a successful week with lots of new impressions and new-built relations, we want to celebrate
our last evening together with drinks and a view:
We are very excited to invite you to the beautiful
roof top terrace of the global law firm Taylor Wessing in the heart of the HafenCity district. We will
enjoy the evening with the breathtaking view of
the Elbphilharmonie at sunset, drinks and inspiring conversations with each other.
voluntary/mandatory: voluntary
open/ ticketed: open
cost: 10€, includes open bar
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WHERE CAN I SLEEP?
If you were wondering where to sleep
- we got you covered:
Stay at (someone elses) home!
We know that a conference in another country can
be expensive. That‘s why we are offering some
beds (or couches) at our Zontians and GoldenZ
members.
Make sure to contact us as fast as possible,
the beds are limited!
(contact via goldenzhamburg@gmail.com)
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HELP ME!

If you have any questions,
feel free to contact us:
E-Mail:
goldenzhamburg@gmail.com
instagram:
@goldenzhamburg
JOIN OUR
WHOVA GROUP „GoldenZ & Awardees“!
A lot of information will be shared there
and it will be also a place for exchange
and communication.
We can‘t wait to meet you!
See you in Hamburg! :)
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